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[solved] Hello, I've downloaded Vectorscribe 2.3.1
from cnet, tried to unzip it, got this error
"application not supported by this version of Mac
OS". Can someone help me? A: I solved it: I've
downloaded Vectorscribe 2.3.1 from official site,
and trying to run it, got a message "can't read
macintosh HD", after I click OK, it just worked
fine. I don't know whether there is some odd
problem of the trial version, or what. Anyway, if
you are facing the same problem and having a trial
version of Vectorscribe, please try to run the
"setup.zip" in another environment, with a bigger
size partition. Next Euston will be open until 1am,
not midnight as previously rumoured. Sorry to all
those that were hoping to see the street empty
earlier...too bad. I don't think this season ticket
you get for free will apply, though. I went to that
Soho place the other week after we had gone to
the "in" London cinema to see a film, and there
was the usual CBR flummery going on. But I was
thinking of getting a season ticket next year, and
since I'll be living here permanently, as well as
working...what price would you go for? I haven't
been but it certainly doesn't look that great. The
windows with the lights on will be all boarded up
but I doubt they'll be up to much in terms of



cleaning and they are probably gonna replace a
few of them first before doing anything else. I am
inclined to think it is a slightly better idea than the
sea of empty shops I am constantly plagued with
during the day. Well, the man who wrote that was
a hooligan, if anything. He is a complete right
winger, and has a leaning towards both the BNP
and EDL as my fellow coppers found out recently.
Some of the stuff he writes is truly scary and full
of extreme racist language. If it is right he is a
bigoted idiot, I have no idea why he was doing it.
Probably a mix of both. A lot of them are the
stereotypical loutish yobbo who hates anything
connected to anything established and as part of
that thinks that anything tied to the established
order must be up to no good. A lot of them
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